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80mm Aluminium Freestanding
Football Goals Package - 16' x 6'
BX/DC 2817/80-PAK1
Set of 2 aluminium freestanding fixed goals,
manufactured from 80mm OD reinforced aluminium
complete with 3mm nets
Also includes 4 x free Santos Footballs and ball bag.
Goal Features:
Goalposts manufactured from 80mm OD x
3mm thick reinforced aluminium.
Heavy duty internal and external laser cut solid
steel L-shaped fittings, ensure a long lasting
and Precision Mitred crossbar / upright corner
joint.
For the internal fittings the L-shaped plates
have reinforcement pins for additional strength.
32mm OD x 1.6mm thick galvanized steel net
supports.
50mm square x 2.5mm thick steel drop over
backbars.
Lock nuts, bolts, washers, internal and external
L-shaped fittings are zinc plated for long life.
Goalposts, net supports, backbars and fittings
(excluding nuts and bolts) are all powder
coated white.
Complete with safety net hooks.
Size: 4.88m x 1.83m (16' x 6').
Independently tested to BS EN 8462:2012
when correctly anchored.
Supplied complete with 3mm Nets.
Dimensions:
16' x 6' (4.88m x 1.83m)
Specification:
80mm OD x 3mm thick aluminium
32mm OD x1.6mm thick net supports
Tested to BS EN 8462:2012 when anchored
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corrcetly
Manufactured in the UK
Package includes posts, nets, net supports and
sockets
Also includes 4 x free Santos balls and ball bag
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